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Gamma-Ray Burst Spectra and Time Histories From 2 to 400 keV 
E. E. Fenimore 
MS D436, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87544 

The Gamma-Ray burst detector on Ginga consisted of a proportional counter to observe the x-rays and a 
scintillation counter to observe the gamma-rays. Both instrument recored the time histories in phase with each 
other and with 0.03125 s temporal resolution. We compare the average of 21 gamma-ray bursts to determine the 
delay, in any, between the peak of the x-rays and the peak of the gamma-rays. The delay is less than or about 
equal to  30 msec. Thus, models must contend with two average features of the temporal behavior. First, as a 
function of energy, the time structure scales as - . Second, the x-rays are not appreciable delayed relative 
to the gamma-rays. Some cooling models might have difficulties explaining these features. 

1. INTRODUCITON 

The fmt detections of X-rays in the 1-8 
keV range from y-ray bursts were reported by 
Wheaton et aZ. (1973), Trombka et al. (1974), 
and Metzger et aZ. (1974). Later results from the 
P78-1 (Laros et al. 1984) and Hakzlcho (Katoh 
et aZ. 1984) satellites confirmed that y-ray bursts 
often produce significant X-ray emission. In ad- 
dition, these satellites provided the first evidence 
suggesting that the X-ray emission might outlast 
the main y-ray event in some bursts (so called 
X-ray tails). These early data provided only 
modest spectral resolution in the X-ray regime, 
however, based on their results, the y-ray burst 
detector (GBD) flown aboard the Ginga satel- 
lite was specifically designed to  investigate burst 
spectra in the X-ray regime (Murakami et al. 
1989). Ginga was launched in February of 1987, 
and the GBD was operational from March, 1987 
until the reentry of the spacecraft in October, 
1991. Several important results have emerged 
from the study of burst spectra recorded with the 
Ginga GBD. Harmonically spaced line features 
have been reported from several Ginga events 
(Murakami et ai. 1988; Fenimore et al. 1988; 
Yoshida et al. 1992; Graziani et al. 1992), and 
have been interpreted as due to cyclotron ab- 
sorption in the strong magnetic field of a neutron 
star. Recently, preliminary results indicate that 
BATSE has also detected absorption lines (Briggs 
et al, 1997). In addition to line features, Ginga 
has observed X-ray tails in a number of bursts, as 

well as x-ray preactivity in one event (Yoshida et 
aZ. 1989; Murakami et al. 1991; & Murakami et 
ol. 1992b). More recently, the BeppoSax satellite 
has observed several bursts in both x-rays and 
gamma-rays (Piro, et al. 1997) and discovered 
soft x-ray afterglows (Costa et al., 1997). This 
latter discovery has opened the way for the long 
sought GRB counterparts, including one with a 
measured redshift (Metzger et al., 1997). Here, 
we provide for 22 GRBs a compilation and de- 
scription of y-ray burst spectral continua empha- 
sizing the X-ray spectral characteristics. 

It is our purpose here to provide an extension of 
this statistical description of burst spectra down 
to 2 keV using an analysis of bright bursts ob- 
served by the Ginga GBD. 

2. INSTRUMENTAL DETAILS 

The GBD aboard Ginga consisted of a propor- 
tional counter (PC) sensitive to photons in the 
2-25 keV range and a scintillation counter (SC) 
recording photons with energies between 15-400 
keV. Each detector had an M 60 cm2 effective 
area. The PC and SC provided 16 and 32 channel 
spectra, respectively, over their indicated energy 
ranges. The detectors were uncollimated except 
for the presence of shielding to reduce backside 
illumination and the mechanical support for the 
PC window. The field of view was effectively x 
steradian for both the PC and the SC. In burst 
mode the GBD recorded spectral data from the 
PC and SC at 0.5 s intervals for 16 seconds prior 
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to the burst trigger time, and for 48 seconds af- 
ter the trigger. This Memory Read Out (MRO) 
data was used for many of the spectral fits de- 
scribed here. In the event that MRO data was 
not available for a burst, we utilized the spectral 
data from the “real time” telemetry modes. For 
these bursts, spectral data were available with ei- 
ther 2, 16, or 64 second accumulations. For the 
longer accumulations, spectral studies were not 
generally feasible. See Murakami et al. (1989) for 
more information concerning the detectors. 

Each detector produced both spectral and time 
history data for GRBs. The spectral data con- 
sisted of 16 channels for the PC and 32 channels 
for the SC. However, the spectral data will not be 
used in this paper. Photons within the respective 
energy ranges of the detectors were accumulated 
into time samples. The hardware ensured that 
the time samples for both detectors started and 
stopped at the same time. This facilitate mea- 
suring the relative timing between the x-rays and 
gamma-rays, which is the purpose of this paper. 
The temporal resolution of the time history data 
depended on the telemetry mode. An on-board 
trigger system checked the time histories for a sig- 
nificant increase (110 on either 1/8, 1/4, or 1 sec 
time scales). Upon such a trigger, special high 
resolution temporal data (called “Memory Read 
Out”, MRO) would be produced. The MRO data 
has time resolution of 0.03125 sec. The PC MRO 
time history extends from 32 sec before the trig- 
ger to 96 sec after the trigger. The SC MRO 
time history extends from 16 sec before the trig- 
ger to 48 sec after the trigger. During the period 
when both detectors have MRO time histories, 
the MRO samples were in phase with each other. 
In addition to the MRO data, “Real Time” data 
was often continuously available. Three differ- 
ent telemetry modes resulted in PC and SC time 
histories with either 0.125, 1.0, or 4.0 sec time 
resolution. 

For some bursts we only had MRO data (with 
1/32 sec resolution), for some bursts we had only 
Real Time data (at 1/8, 1, or 4 sec resolution), 
and, for some bursts we have both MRO and Real 
Time data. When we had both RT data and 
MRO data, the RT data was used to determine 
the background for the MRO data. In the cases 

where we had only MRO data, the bursts were 
used it it appeared that there were sufficiently 
long periods of time before and after the burst 
within the MRO to determine a background. 

The model parameters are adjusted iteratively 
until a minimum in x2 is obtained. As mentioned 
previously, we have adopted the spectral model 
employed by B93 because of its relative simplic- 
ity and ability to accurately characterize a wide 
range of spectral continua, in addition this choice 
facilitates direct comparison of our results with 
those obtained from the BATSE bursts. This 
model has the form 

N ( E )  = AE” exp(-E/Eo) 

if 

and 
(a - P)Eo L E 

N ( E )  = A [(a - ~ ) E ~ ] * - P  exp(P - 

if 
(a - PIE0 5 E. 

Here, A is an overall scale factor, Q is the low en- 
ergy spectral index, 0 is the high energy spectral 
index, and EO is the exponential cutoff or bend 
energy. 

The Ginga GBD was in operation from March 
1987 to October 1991. During this time M 120 y- 
ray bursts were identified (cf. Ogasaka et ai. 1991; 
& Fenimore et al. 1993). We selected from this 
group a sample of 22 events for which good spec- 
tral data were available and for which we could be 
reasonably certain that the burst occurred within 
the forward, 71 steradian field of view of the detec- 
tors (front-side events). Fi-ont-side events are eas- 
ily identified because they have consistent fluxes 
in the energy range observed by both instruments 
(15 to 25 keV). This sample includes 18 of the 
events searched for spectral lines (Fenimore et 
ai. 1993). Excluded bursts usually show strong 
rolloffs below 25 keV and spectral fits with an 
absorption component due to aluminum (a prin- 
cipal spacecraft material) are consistent with this 
interpretation. 

We selected 37 degrees for the incidence angle 
when the angle was unknown. This is a typical 
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angle considering that the mechanical support for 
the window on the PC acts as a collimator limit- 
ing the field of view to an opening angle of - f60 
degrees. 

energy range. Without good high energy observa- 
tions of bursts with low EO, it is difficult to know 
whether they also have a high energy bend. 

3. X-RAY CHARACTERISTICS OF bf 
GINGA BURSTS 

Of particular interest is the behavior of the 
Ginga sample at X-ray energies. About 40% of 
the bursts in the sample show a positive spectral 
number index below 20 keV (Le., a > 0) ,  with 
the suggestion of rolloff toward lower energies in a 
few of the bursts (a as large as - +1.5). Unfortu- 
nately, the lack of data below 1 keV, and the often 
we& signal below 5-10 keV precludes us from es- 
tablishing the physical process (photoelectric ab- 
sorption, self-absorption) that may be involved 
in specsc bursts. The remainder of the burst 
spectra continue to increase below 10 keV. Ob- 
servations of the low-energy asymptote can place 
serious constraints on several GRB models, most 
notably the synchrotron shock model which pre- 
dicts that a should be between -312 and -112 
(Katz 1994). Crider et al. (1997) uses exam- 
ples from BATSE to argue that some GRB vio- 
late these limits during some time-resoZved sam- 
ples. We find violations of these limit in the time- 
integrated events. 

In our sample of bursts, we find that a can be 
both less than zero and greater than zero. Nega- 
tive a's are often seen in time-integrated BATSE 
spectra. Positive a's where the spectrum rolls 
over at low energies are usually only seen in time 
resolved BATSE spectra (Crider et al. 1997). 

The Ginga trigger range (50 to 400 keV) was 
virtually the same as BATSE's. Thus, we do not 
think we are sampling a different population of 
bursts, yet we get a different range of fit parame- 
ters. The lack of events with Eo's between 6 and 
20 keV cannot be used to support two populations 
because we do not have enough events. One pos- 
sible explanation might be that GRBs have two 
break energies, one often in the 50 to 500 keV 
range and the other near 5 keV. Both BATSE 
and Gdnga fit with only a single break energy so 
BATSE tends to find breaks near the center of its 
energy range and we tend to find breaks in our 

4. X-RAY EMISSION RELATIVE TO 
GAMMA-RAY EMISSION 

Early measurements of the x-rays associated 
with gamma-rays were fortuitous observations by 
collimated x-ray detectors that just happen to 
catch a GRB in their field of view. F'rom a few 
events it appeared that the amount of energy in 
x-rays wits only a few percent (Laos et al. 1984) 
confirming that GRBs were, indeed, a gamma-ray 
phenomena. The Ginga experiment was designed 
with a wide field of view to detect a sufficient 
number of events to determine the range of x-ray 
characteristics. Early reports from Ginga events 
indicated that sometimes a much larger fraction 
of the emitted energy was contained in the x-rays. 
For example, by comparing the signal in the pro- 
portional counter (roughly 2 to 25 kev) to that 
of the scintillator (roughly 15 to 400 kev), we re- 
ported an x-ray to gamma-ray emission ratio up 
to -46% (Yoshida e t  al .  1989). Such a ratio de- 
pends on the bandpass for which it is evaluated. 
One can use the parameters from Table 1 in Equa- 
tion (1) to determine the ratio of emission for ar- 
bitrary bandpasses. This would be useful, for ex- 
ample, to predict the range of emission that might 
be seen in instruments such as ROSAT. Here, we 
find the ratio of emission for a typical x-ray band- 
pass (2 to 10 keV) compared to the BATSE en- 
ergy range (50 to 300 keV). The ratio is defined to 
be RZlg = s," EN(E)dE/ s,","" EN(E)dE. This 
ratio is listed in the third column of Table 1. Fig- 
ure 7 presents the distribution for the events an- 
alyzed in this paper. Although the ratio is of- 
ten a few percent, for some events the ratio is 
near (or larger than) unity. Some GRBs actually 
have more energy in the x-ray bandpass than the 
gamma-ray bandpass. The simply average of the 
22 values is 24%. This large d u e  arises because 
of the few events with nearly equal energy in the 
x-ray and gamma-ray bandpass. However, even 
the logarithmic average is 7%. 
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was assigned to the peak. Since upward statisti- 
cal fluctuations biases the selection of the largest 
peak, there is a large peak in Figure l a  at time 
equal t o  zero. Figure l b  shows the average of the 
21 PC time histories where the alignment was de- 
termined from the SC. Since the PC data is inde- 
pendent of the SC data, statistical fluctuations do 
not add coherently anywhere in the PC as they 
did at time equal to zero in the SC. 

Figure 2 is the same as figure 1 except the peak 
area is emphasized. Although a more detailed 
statistic analysis is needed, comparing Figure 2a 
and 2b, we see that the PC time history is de- 
layed from the SC time history by - 30 msec. As 
an additional test of this, we also calculated the 
average of the 21 cross correlations Of the the sc 
and P C  time histories (not the cross correlation 
Of the averages). Again, 30 mSec is about the U P  
per limit to the delay between the pc and the 
sc 

Some GRB models involve cooling processes 
that affect the temporal and spectral evolution of 
the GRB time history. Models must now contend 
with two characteristics based on the average be- 
havior of a large number of GRBs. First, the tem- 
poral structure must be longer at lower energies. 
Quantitatively, the temporal width of structures 
scales as E-0.45 (Fenimore et al, 1995). Second, 
the peak of the lower energy emission needs to 
be very closely aligned (within 30 msec) with the 
peak of the higher energy emission. 
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